PERSONFILING
FILINGPAPERS
PAPERS (Name, address, include Tribal or State Bar
Bar ## ifif applicable):
applicable):
PERSON

Telephone NO: ____________________ FAX NO. (Optional): _____________________
E-Mail Address (Optional): ________________________________________
Attorney For (Name): _____________________________________

TRIBAL COURT OF:

MAILING ADDRESS:
CITY AND ZIP CODE:
TELEPHONE NO:

KARUK TRIBAL COURT
PO BOX 629
YREKA, CA 96097
530-841-3143
FAX NO: 530-842-4889

PETITIONER:
RESPONDENT:
CASENUMBER:
NUMBER:
CASE
DECLARATION REGARDING TRIBAL JURISDICTION

1.

RESIDENCE

2.

TRIBAL ENROLLMENT

Petitionerhas
hasresided
residedwithin
within____________________Tribal
______________________Tribal
Lands
forpast
the past
months
years
Petitioner
Lands
for the
_______ months ______ years
Respondent has resided within ___________________ Tribal Lands for the past ______ months
______ years

An enrolled member of the

Petitioner: is:

An enrolled member of the

Respondent is:

Roll #:__________

______________________ Tribe

Roll #:__________

Eligible for enrollment with the ______________________ Tribe
An enrolled member of the

Child is:
3.

______________________ Tribe

Eligible for enrollment with the _____________________ Tribe

______________________ Tribe

Roll #: __________

Eligible for enrollment with the ______________________ Tribe

JURISDICTION
Respondent has

minimum contacts with the __________________________ Tribe/Nation (lives on Tribal lands, does business on Tribal lands,
commits acts on Tribal lands, etc.) OR
Consented to Tribal Court jurisdiction or has waived any objection to exercise of personal jurisdiction by voluntarily appearing before
the court, signing agreement to submit to Tribal Court jurisdiction, or otherwise consented.

(Subject matter jurisdiction) The marriage or other relevant acts were committed on Tribal lands AND Respondent
Is an enrolled member of the ________________

Tribe or is eligible for enrollment OR

Is a member of another Tribe or is a non-Indian AND
Alleged conduct or violation threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, economic security, or health and
welfare of the Tribe.
Has entered into a consensual relationship with the Tribe or its members through commercial dealings, contracts, leases
or other arrangements (e.g. married a member, child with member, employed by Tribe, etc.)
4.

CULTURE AND TRADITION
I AM NOT
I AM interested in having my and/or Respondent’s Tribal, cultural, and traditional
Practices, preferences, and beliefs considered in determining this case.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the _________________Tribe that the foregoing is true and correct.
Date: _______________________________
________________________________________________
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)
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____________________________________________________
(SIGNATURE OF PETITIONER)
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